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Meeting Objective

 Review data update, fishery performance, 
SSC, MC, and Staff recommendations

 Review and if necessary revise ACTs and 
other management measures for 2017

– Support 2016-2018 Specifications Cycle



Specifications Process -
Current Multiyear specifications
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Stock Status

 Last benchmark stock assessment: 
2015  

– SAW/SARC 60; Approved for use & 
provide management advise

 This year: SSC reviewed data update 
through 2015 (NEFSC)



Stock Status

 Stock is not overfished

 Overfishing is not occurring



Data Update

 Seven fishery-independent indices and one fishery-
dependent index were updated through 2015

 NEFSC Fall Bigelow

 NEAMAP inshore trawl

 CT Long-Island Sound Trawl

 NJ Ocean trawl

 NC Pamlico Sound Independent Gillnet

 SEAMAP Fall Trawl (Age 0)

 Composite seine YoY (Age 0)

 MRIP index

 All surveys except NEAMAP inshore trawl and SEAMAP Fall 
Trawl declined from 2014 values



SSC Meeting

 Reviewed data update, FPR, and AP 
Information Document

 SSC discussed 

– Indices declining, catch continues to decline

– Suggestion to aggregate all the current surveys 
into a composite index of abundance



SSC Meeting

 These concerns notwithstanding, the SSC 
found no compelling evidence to change its 
ABC recommendations for bluefish



Regulatory Review
(Current Management Measures)

 Council & Board motion adopted at the August 
2015 meeting: Move to set [Bluefish] ABCs for 
2016, 2017, and 2018 at 19.46, 20.64, 21.81 
million pounds, respectively. Use the terminal 
year estimate for recreational landings 
projections, and allow the Service to 
transfer the maximum amount allowable 
from the recreational fishery to the 
commercial fishery without exceeding the 
RHLs



Catch (landings and discards)



Recreational Fishery



Commercial Fishery



Commercial Fishery



Commercial Fishery



Management Measures



Management Measures



Management Measures
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Management Measures



Fishery Performance



2015 Fishery Performance

 Commercial landings = 3.77 million pounds 
(1,710 mt)

– ≈ 28% under commercial quota

 Recreational landings = 13.73 million pounds 
(6,228 mt) 11.58 million pounds (5,253 
mt)

– ≈ 6% above RHL 11% below RHL

 Overall Landings, 3.7% below the TAL 16% 
below the TAL



Fishery Performance Report

 Unusually large amount of large BF stayed in 
the estuaries and bays

 Wide range of sizes, fishing in the estuaries. 
Menhaden runs



Fishery Performance Report

 Bluefish seemingly becoming a lot more 
important as a target species to the 
recreational and for-hire fisheries (due to 
lack of availability of state managed species)

 The [bluefish] abundance was high and a 
very broad range of sizes was caught, 
including very large fish



Fishery Performance Report

 Commercial discards

 Recreational discards



Fishery Performance Report

 In past several years, commercial landings 
have been above the allocation to that state 
[New York] and they had to get transfers 
when surplus quota exists in other states 
that do not land their entire bluefish quota

 Bag limit

– Excessive

– No changes required



Fishery Performance Report

 While the bluefish price on a costwide basis 
is about $0.74 per pound (not adjusted), it 
varies depending on where you are

 Shark boats participating in offshore 
tournaments (> 30 miles to the east) have 
reported large bluefish abundance



Fishery Performance Report

Research Plan Comments
– Need to better understand the dynamics 

between the inshore and offshore 
populations

– Public stakeholders – Identify how the public 
would like this fishery to look like in years to 
come



SSC Recommendations

 SSC ABC Decisions



MC Recommendations

 That a 3 year average be used to project 
recreational landings 

 The MC agreed not to change the current 15 
bluefish bag limit

 Other issues

– Work needs to be done regarding bluefish 
commercial landings; NEFSC (Dealer) and ACCSP

– Commercial discards

– Recreational discards

– A MC member recommended the Council considers 
reviewing the state-by-state allocations in the 
future



MC Recommendations

 MC Decisions



MC Recommendations

 MC Decisions



Regulatory Review
(Current Management Measures)

 Council & Board motion adopted at the August 
2015 meeting: Move to set [Bluefish] ABCs for 
2016, 2017, and 2018 at 19.46, 20.64, 21.81 
million pounds, respectively. Use the terminal 
year estimate for recreational landings 
projections, and allow the Service to 
transfer the maximum amount allowable 
from the recreational fishery to the 
commercial fishery without exceeding the 
RHLs





Staff Recommendations

 Based on a review of this information, staff 
recommends no change to the 2017 fishing year 
specifications



Staff Recommendations

 Considered the following:

– That ABC projections show that the probability 
that overfishing will occur in the near term is 
low

– Recent fishery performance

– Economic and social aspects of the fishery

– Potential increased in discards associated with 
lower limits

– Biological characteristics of the fishery

– Input from advisors in the FPR



Questions?


